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Rings of Continuous Functions with Realcompact Supports

KYUNGBAI LEE

1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to investigating properties of the set

CR(X) of real functions continuous on a space X having rea1compact supports.

The main result is that if the supports are C-embedded, then CR(X) agrees with

the intersection of all prime ideals which are contained in free real maximal ideals. It

is also shown that in normal spaces, CR(X) is a free ideal if and only if X is locally

rea1compact, and the latter statement is equivalent to the requirement that X be

open in its realcompaetification.

It will be convenient to recall some definitions and notation that are relevant to

the contents of this note. As usual, the ring of continuous real functions on a space
X is denoted by C(X). A maximal ideal M of C(X) is said to be real if the factor

ring of C(X) modulo M is isomorphic to the real number field. The space X is
realcompact if each real maximal ideal M is fixed, i.e., there is a point of X at which
each function in M vanish. X is a P-space if every prime ideal of C(X) is maximal.

In this note, the word "space" is used to mean a Tychonoff space.

2. C-embedded realcompact sets. Except for the first Lemma, this section is
independent from the other parts of the present paper. Theorem 1, which may be of

some interest in itself, was obtained when we tried to generalize the main results to

nonnormal spaces.

LEM:vIA 1. Finite union of C-embedded realcompact subsets of a space X is real

compact.

Proof. Let A and B be two realcompact C-embedded sets. Then cl.xA = vA = A

and cl••B = vB = B, and we have

It follows that AU B is a closed subset of the realcompact space vX, hence is real
compact.

Union of two rea1compact subsets need not be realcompact even if both are discrete

and one is countable; consider the sets Nand D in the space 1fr of Isbell described
in [1,5IJ.

If '1 is a family of subsets of X and A l'S a subset of X cl t b "'l:'nA,we eno e y :;r

the collection of all sets FnA where FEGJ.
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LEMMA 2. Let A be a C-embedded subset of X. In order that A be realcompact, it is

necessary and sufficient that if ay is a z-ultrafilter on X such that ay nA has the cotin

table intersection property, ~ nA has nonempty intersection.

Proof. Since A is C-embedded, every zero-set of A is of the form ZnA, where

Z is a zero-set in X. So any real z-ultrafilter of A is of the form ~ nA where ay is a

z-ultrafilter in X and ay nA has the countable intersection property and vice versa.

Hence the proof is complete by the definition of realcompactness.

A realcompact (not C-embedded) subset of X may not satisfy the condition of

Lemma 2 even if it is a zero-set. In fact. if 'tJr is the space mentioned in the remark

following Lemma 1, zn/r coincide3 with f3'tJr as 'tJr is pseudocompact. The subset D of

'tJr is realcompact zero-set and clvtD is a compact set. This implies, however, that

there is a free real maximal ideal M of C(v't/r) such that Z[M] nD has the countable

intersection property as D is not compact.

We do not know whether there is a non-realcompact subset which satisfies the

condition of Lemma 2.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a real maximal ideal of C(X). Then M is free if and only

if for every C-embedded realcompact subset A of X, there is a function f in M such

that Z(n nA = ~.

Proof. Sufficiency: Since each point x is C-embedded and realcompact, there is

a function f in M with f(x) ::f= O. That is, M is a free ideaL

Necessity: Assume there is a C-embedded realcompact, compact subset A of X

such that for every f in M, Z(n nA::f=~. Since M is a real maximal ideal, Z[M]

is closed under the formation of countable intersection, and by Lemma 2, there is a

point in A at which each f in M vanishes. This contradiction proves the theorem.

3. Functions with realcompact supports. The support of a function f is defined

by the closure of the cozero-set Coz Cf) = X-Z(fJ. Let CR(X) denote the subset of all

functions in C(X) with realcompact supports. By definition, CK(X) cCR(X). Also it

is clear that X is realcompact if and only if C(X) = CR(X).

THEOREM 2. If X is normal, CR(X) is a z-ideal (not necessarily proper) of C(X).

Proof. Let f and 9 be functions in CR(X) and ceX) respectively. Since clCoz

(fg)cclCoz(f) nclCoz(g), cICoz(fg) is a closed subset of a realcompact subset clCoz

(f), hence is realcompact. Next, if f and 9 are functions in CR(X), then clCoz (j-g)

is contained in clCoz(f) UclCoz(g) which is realcompact by Leamma 1. It follows

that clCoz(f-g) is realcompact. Finally, it is obvious that Z<--[Z(CR(X))] = CR(X').

THEOREM 2'. If X is a P-space, CR(X) is a z-ideal (not necessarily proper) of C(X).

Proof. In the previous theorem. normality is needed only to ensure that sup

ports be C-embedded. Since every cozero-set is C-embedded and closed in a P-space
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by [1, 14. 29J, the proof of Theorem 2 will serve here almost word for word.

Theorem 2' does not follow from Theorem 2 as there are nonnormal P-spaces.

To see this, let W be the space of ordinals which are not greater than the first

ordinal W2 with cardinality ~, let A be the subspace of W obtained by deleting all

limit ordinals having countable bases, and let B be the subspace of A consisting of

those ordinals which do not exceed the first uncountable ordinal "h. Then the space
X obtained from A x B by deleting the point (w2, Wl) is easily seen to be a P-space.
However, it fails to be normal because there does not exist a function f in C(X)
which vanishes on (A x Wl) nX but equals 1 on (wz x B) nX.

Recall that if P is a prime ideal, then there is a unique point q in fiX with

(J'IcPcMq. The zero-sets of P has the countable intersecticn property if and only

if qEvX, and in this case Mq is a real maximal ideal. Note also that P is free if and

only if q is not in X. Hence nPE.X-XOPis the intersection of all free pi-ime ideals

with countable intersection property. By the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff Theorem, fE.(Y if
and only if clpxZ(f) is a neighborhood of p in fiX. It follows that f E OP for some p
in vX if and only if cl.xZ(f) is a neighborhood of p in vX. From these remarks, one

sees that fEn PE.X-XOP if and only if cl,xZ(f) is a neighborhood of vX - X. This
leads us to the following.

THEOREM 3. If X is normal, then CRCX) is identical with the intersection of all

free prime idels of C(X) whose zero-sets have the countable intersection property. That

is, CR(X) = nPE.X-XOP.

Proof. Let clCoz(j) be realcompact. It is closed in vX as it is C-embedded in vX

by the normality of X. It follows that ZCf')(= clvxZ(f) is a neighborhood of vX-X,
i. e., fEn PE.x-xOP.

Conversely, suppose that f lies in the intersection of all OP, PE vX - X. In this
case, Coz(f) coincides Coz(j'), and all we have to do is to prove that the support of

r is a subset of X. This follows, however, from the fact that Z(f') is a neighbor
hood of vX - X.

COROLLARY 1. If X is a normal space, CR(X) is contained in the intersection of all
free real maximal ideals.

COROLLARY 2. Let X be a normal space. A necessary and sufficient condition that the
intersection of all free real maximal ideals be identical with the ring CR(X) is that the
support of f be closed in vX whenever Coz(f) = Coz(j').

Proof. Necessity: If Coz(f) = Coz(f'), then f belongs to every MP for pE vX

X and it lies in CR(X). Thus clCoz(f) is realcompact andd C-embedded in vX. This

implies that clCoz(f) is closed in vX.
Sufficiency: Let f belong to every free real maximal ideal. By Gelfand-Kolmo

guroff Theorem, fV(p) = 0 for all p in vX - X and we have Coz(f) = Coz(rv ). Hence
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by hypothesis, clxCoz(f) is reaIcompact. That is, C/?(X) contains the intersection of

all free real maximal ideals. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 4. If X is a P-space, then C/?(X) is identical with the intersection of all

free real maximal ideals of C(X), i.e., C/?(X) = nPEvX-XMP.

Proof. By the proofs of the Theorems 2' and 3, we see that C/?(X) is the inter

section of the ideals OP, PEvX - X. Theorem 4 then follows immediately from the

definition that prime ideals are maximal in a P-space.

4. Locally realcomp:lct spaces. In this section, we characterize the normal

spaces X for which C/?(X) is a free ideal of C(X). A space is said to be locally

realcompact if each point has a reaIcompaet neighborhood.

THEOREM 5. Let X be a normal space, then the following are equil1alent.

(1) X is locally realcompact.

(2) X is open in vX.

(3) C/?(X) is a free ideal.

Proof. (1) implies (2). Let U be an open neighborhood of a point x in X with

reaIcompact closure. Then there is an open neighborhood V of x in vX such that

U = VnX. Since clxU is C-embedded in X, it is C-embedded in vX as welL Realcom

pactness of clxU then implies that it is also closed in vX. On the other hand cl,xU =

cl,x(VnX):::>Vncl,xX= V since V is open in vX. Hence clxU is a neighborhood of x

in vX contained in X. Thus X is open in vX.

(2) implies (3). It suffices to show that n OP is free. For any point x of X,
pEvX-X

vX - X is completely separated from {x} since it is closed and vX is completely

regular. Accordingly, there exists a function g in C(vX) whose zero-set is a neigh

borhood of vX - X not containing x. Now it follows that glX is in n OP and
pE,'X-X

(glx) (x) =g(x) =/=0.

(3) implies (1). For any x in X, there is a function f in C/?(X) such that f(x)

=/= 0. Coz(f) is an open neigborhood of x, and clxCoz(f) is a reaIcompact neighborhood

of x since f is in C/?(X).

From conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5, we have

COROLLARY. If X is locally real compact normal sPace, then vX - X is realcomPact.
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